Eddy covariance data analysis does not end with fully-processed fluxes from EddyPro® Software. Tovi Software provides all the tools you need for a fully documented, traceable workflow that improves reproducibility of your research. Detailed graphs are automatically generated, and energy balance and carbon cycle dashboards help you visualize your energy budget and carbon accumulation in the ecosystem.

Tovi performs complete, scientifically-sound analysis of your EddyPro outputs and provides documentation of your processing steps for publication and collaboration in a fraction of the time it takes with other applications. Tovi integrates and processes all data to deliver reliable ecosystem insights and experimental evaluations quickly.

With Tovi, all scientific codes and algorithms used by major eddy covariance networks are combined in a single application. Full credit is given to the authoring scientists in the citation builder, which compiles a complete list of formatted citations. Tovi is continuously updated, with more tools added regularly.

To learn more about Tovi and its features visit licor.com/tovi.

**Key Features**

- Quality control screening, flagging, and filtering in a single software package
- Automated weather station data retrieval
- See where your fluxes are coming from and view fluxes from different areas around your tower
- Improve data continuity by gap filling missing weather and flux data
- Flag and remove periods with unreliable flux due to low turbulence
- View only the fluxes related to your research by separating flux data into key components
**Tovi™ Software**

**System Requirements**

Tovi will run on most Windows® and Mac® computers. For the best performance, follow the guidelines below.

**Operating System:**

- 64-bit Windows 7 or 64-bit Windows 10
- OSX El Capitan or newer (MacOS)

**Minimum Hardware:**

- Intel Core 2 - 2.0 GHz
- 8 GB RAM
- 1680 × 1050 pixels

**Recommended Hardware:**

- Intel i3 - 2.6 GHz or better
- 16 GB RAM
- 1920 × 1080 pixels
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